No lengthened vacation, indepen-
dent study days or Saturday class-
rooms are in store for students, ac-
cording to officials from Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. Both schools subscribe to the belief that they will have sufficient energy supplies to keep the schools open at least until spring break.

"This year, we will make it to spring vacation assuming nothing adver-
ses," said Jason Lindower, SMC controller. He added, however, that Indiana and Michigan Electric Company (I&M) must continue to receive small amounts of coal for the school to remain open.

Notre Dame plans to stay open even if schools are forced to cut their usage of electricity 50 per-
cent, according to Fr. James Riehle, director of energy conser-
vation at Notre Dame. "There is no talk of closing," he said.

The ND Energy Conservation Committee decided yesterday to ask that every building on campus reduce its power usage 15 percent. Each building's supervisor is re-
sponsible for determining the best procedure to meet this goal.

Although the amount of power desired by I&M owners, I&M now supplies "roughly" 25 percent of the Notre Dame's power. "We have taken voluntary deductions of 25 percent from I&M and cut our usage by 18 percent," Riehle said. Notre Dame buys more power from I&M during the summer months, Riehle explained, because it then lacks the energy which is normally produced from the steam used to heat the build-

ings in the winter.

According to Lindower, SMC is also operating under the voluntary 25 percent cutback, but has actual-
ly cut back to a 40 percent savings and is aiming for a 50 percent cutback.

Riehle added that the ND Energy Conservation Committee Chairman is(orig.) "So-
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Copper dollar coins possible

WASHINGTON - The Treasury Department, which two years ago resurrected the 12 bill, now wants to bring back a shrunken-and moderately coppery version of the once-popular silver dollar.

The department also told Congress it has rejected proposals to eliminate the half-dollar and that it wants to keep the penny indefinitely. The reason behind the proposed shift to copper dollar coins is economic.

The proposed coin will cost between two and three cents to produce but wears out quickly.

key executives of the BCOA, the industry's bargaining arm, met for several hours to study a tentative contract agreement reached Monday in the union and the Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Co., a major independent producer.

The industry response came in a letter from BCOA President Earl Leisenring to West Virginia Gov. Jay Rockefeller. The letter said that under no circumstances will the company be party to a deal that its union bargainers so that true collective bargaining in good faith can be accomplished in the interests of all concerned.

Leisenring wrote, "Free collective bargaining means just that; each party must be free to bargain in good faith without the threat of reprisals.

"Certainly collective bargaining means that we negotiated in good faith... were not dealt with adequately" in the P & M agreement.

Rockefeller and other coal state governors are going to be back at the bargaining table after negotiators are back in Washington, D.C., to consider the proposal as the basis for an industry-wide settlement.

"Obviously, everybody is going to take a look at it," said the company's news service.

Although the P&M agreement still requires ratification by its 700 UMWA employees, it gives an indication of what the other miners' bargaining council will accept.

Energy Secretary James Schlesinger said the administration was watching to see whether the P&M agreement would lead to productive talks between BCOA and the coal operators. He promised the American people leadership and fortitude he promised the House that he felt it would be at least 25 days more before the coal strike could shut the nation's soft-coal industry down.

The coal industry will not accept tentative contract agreement

WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's soft-coal industry said yesterday that a tentative contract agreement between the striking United Mine Workers union and a major industry source is unacceptable as an industry-wide settlement.

However, top officials of the Bituminous Coal Operators Association said they were ready for a prompt resumption of contract talks in the 78-day-old strike.

Meanwhile, President Jimmy Carter won bipartisan congressional support to take a strong stand to end the walkout, but the administration continued to play a waiting game in hopes the two parties would settle their dispute themselves.

The proposed shift to copper dollar coins is economic. The proposed coin will cost two and three cents to produce but wears out quickly.
by Bob Varetoni

Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University president, has approved a plan for holding a carnival on the Notre Dame campus during An Tostal, John Rooney, An Tostal chairman, said. The last Night Hall President’s Council (HPC) meeting in Lewis Hall.

Rooney noted that at the next HPC meeting a representative from one campus will outline a plan for the carnival. The representative will also discuss the details of the plan with the An Tostal Committee and with Bro. Just Pazarczyk, vice president for Student Affairs.

The HPC unanimously passed a resolution inviting "all Saint Mary’s Hall presidents to attend HPC meetings, and speak freely in matters which concern both campuses."

J.P. Bussett, HPC chairman, said he was "very excited" about the resolution, which was drawn up by Stan Aslanlian, Carroll Hall president.

Kathy Fox, representing Neighborhood Roots, asked the hall presidents to support this semester’s program. She said registration for this tour will take place in the dining halls Feb. 26-28.

Fox explained that cars will leave Notre Dame at 2:30 p.m. on Sundays, March 5. Participants will tour South Bend, stopping at St. Albert’s Parish to hear speakers offer supplementary information about local neighborhoods. Afterward, participants will attend a traditional Polish wedding feast.

"Last year they held the tour on a weekday, and it kind of dragged," Holy Cross Hall President Ted Howard commented. "But on a Sunday it would be extremely worthwhile. Everyone just jumps on South Bend but no one ever learns about it."

Fox said they would cut down the number of speakers to make this year’s program run more smoothly.

She stressed that Neighborhood Roots is a learning experience that shows that the heart of South Bend’s strength and unity lies in its neighborhoods.

"You might see Notre Dame as a neighborhood," she noted. "Really it is just one in a series of South Bend neighborhoods."

Krisie Quinn, HPC secretary, announced the dates for all the hall formats this semester. Badin, Breen-Phillips, Dillon, and Lyons halls all have 35 member-nations, and the January 18 meeting announced the dates for March 31.

Price money for the snow sculpture contest was so high this year because Saint Mary’s contributed the additional $200 to the contest. According to a report by Julie Rittenhouse, Badin Hall president.

Finally, Tracy Ker, HPC execu­tive coordinator, reported that the HPC still had $966 un­budgeted. She asked hall presidents to submit formal requests for the money, which will be reallocated in a vote next Tuesday.

The National Engineers Week theme, ENGINEERS...STRENGTH IN CRISIS, brings into focus the important role engineers must play if we are to solve some of America’s most pressing problems — like vanishing natural resources, energy shortages, environmental deterioration and shrinking water supplies.

Right now, today, we are looking for:

• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS — to do research on more energy-efficient appliances.
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS — to bring microcomputer technology into appliance design and manufacturing processes.
• ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS — to do research in reducing, recovering and reusing process water, chemicals, and energy.
• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS — to design, improve, and install integrated systems affecting people, material, equipment and processes.

We would welcome inquiries from college graduate engineers who are seeking a challenging experience that will lead to promotional opportunities in technical and managerial areas. If you are future oriented and want to discuss your plans with Whirlpool...

Contact: VANCE SHAW, Manager of Corporate Recruiting
Allen nominated for three Oscars

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Woody Allen, the stand-up comedian turned filmmaker, scored a personal triumph yesterday when he was nominated for three Academy Awards, the highest honors in American movies.

Allen's "Annie Hall" was among the five pictures nominated for best film of 1977, and he was nominated for writing it, directing it and starring in it.

Only Orson Welles, with "Citizen Kane" in 1941, was named in those three categories before. He did not win in any of the categories.

Diane Keaton, Allen's co-star in "Annie Hall," was nominated for best actress, along with Jane Fonda in "Klute" and Ali MacLaine and Anne Bancroft of "A" areness Series continues at SMC.

"Your Like as a Woman, and it May Change" is the theme of a discussion to be held tonight at 7:30 in St Mary's St Stephen's Lounge, LeMans. The conference, the third to be offered by SMC's Women's Awareness Series, will be led by Walter Keller, assistant professor of psychology at SMC.

"He'll be talking about male-female relationships, occupational roles, and how women's roles have and will change," explained Kathy O'Connell, organizer of the Women's Awareness Series. "It will be a real informal discussion, with audience participation. We want to encourage male students and faculty members to come, too. It would be interesting to hear what they have to say."

Admission is free, and refreshments will be served afterward.

The Women's Awareness Series, a sequence of workshops and meetings, is designated to help women realize their full potential and capabilities as people. The next lecture will be held in mid-March, and Women's Week is scheduled for April 3-8.

Holy Cross program seeks volunteers

Any Saint Mary's or Notre Dame senior who is interested in spending a year working with the poor in the United States should contact Sr. Madeline Therese, coordinator for the Sisters of the Holy Cross' Anti-Lay Volunteer program (4659). Openings are now available for at least 10 persons interested in teaching, nursing, social work or pastoral ministry.

Requests for such volunteers have, at present, been received from three schools in Washington, D.C., one school in Peoria, Ill., one school in Danville, Ill., one school in McAllen, Texas, and a clinic in Raymondville, Texas.

Should any student wish to offer his/her services for the year, the request would be decided upon by the Regional Superior of the region to which the application is addressed. Further planning would then be done with that Regional Superior.

In some areas, a teaching certificate is not required, but there should be a willingness and desire to teach. The initial training period would provide the opportunity for preparation and in-service experience.

"For those intending to go on to graduate school, this one year of experience provides invaluable experience for their continued studies," Therese said.

In all cases, room, board and a small stipend will be provided for volunteers.

If you can't fly Continental, you'll miss our take-off.

SUPER COACH $99

COACH EXCURSION 20% Off

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES

To make it even easier, charge it all on our "Let Yourself Go" credit card. Fly now and pay when that letter comes in from home.

Check with your travel agent, your campus rep or Continental and find out how you can take the easy way out.

We really move our tail for you.

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES

The Proud Bird with the Golden Shell.

Super Coach: Travel between 9:00 PM and 6:59 AM to select destinations. Super Coach: Limited seats available on specified nonstop DC-10 flights.

Coach Excursion: Maximum 7-day advance purchase and reservation. Return not earlier than 5 days and not later than 30 days after departure. Limited seats available.
Billy Joel-the piano man of the music world, has a new album that one that may eventually dwarf his previous albums in both critical acclaim and national sales. The album in question is his latest, and if you have not heard it yet, well, chances are that you are not living in a special.

He has climbed to the number two position on top albums in the country, with "Pastures and the lp "Turnstiles" have brought Joel considerable attention in the past, "The Stranger" is the latest release of a superstar category because of its infectious melodies and lyrical lyricism.

The lyrical themes of the Stranger are common ones: love, upward social mobility, and because the accompanying music accounts for these themes than the music that accounts for the songs. The album also has the benefit of association with Albert Camus' book with the same title.

The most well-known song from the album is "Just the Way You Are," and the song has the advantage of being Top Forty in nature-it has an easy melody and simple lyrics. However, the simplicity of the song does not diminish its value. Accepting a person for who he is, for example, is a simple, but nonetheless important, message.

The other songs on the album first side, "Maybe She'll Share," and "Scenes from an Italian Restaurant" are all superb. "Movin' Out" is a song about a boy named Anthony who is looking for somethings for someday." But Anthony begins to question the possibility of things to come and their worth ethic. Why should he work hard to get ahead? He describes the possible goals of his labor but concludes that his heart. The song has the advantage of being Top Forty and the lp "Cocaine"?"

Clapton is the most widely used artist in the music world, and has given us Derek and the Dominos, one of the greatest works in the history of rock and roll. As a virtuoso guitar god in the midst of the sixties, Clapton was an imitated musician of his time and next in Jim Hendrix probably the most influential. His success and the variety and multitude of personal problems many of which were often publicly illustrated, since his unassuming adulation brought about, and still maintain a special place in the world of music. Unlike Hendrix, Clapton has survived, and we should be thankful for merely for the beauty with which he has played his guitar. "The Way," is a song which speaks to those of us who have loved but lost. It is with this in mind that we have chosen to be the words of the album. It is with this in mind that we have chosen to illustrate the importance of the song provided by Dominic Cortese. Viennais is that place where the restless can find peace and because the song's tempo, we are in a flashback to the days in London where and Eddie were the king and the queen of the village green. After the song describes their parting as "the closest of friends" we descend through the intermediate stage back to the restaurant where the sax is still wallowing and the conversation is still convoluted with the type of wine-red on white-which the "old friends" are going to distance.

"Vienna," the first song on side two, is a favorite. Joejng sings to an ambitious youngster who is trying to do too many things in a short span of time. Joejng is the best he can do is the "Verdict" classic on the song. It is with the recognition of this fact that the song-makes for a solid ending. Joejng sings of the dream that is very mellow, almost solemn, and because the song's tempo, we are in a flashback to the days in London where Joel sings and because the song's tempo, we are in a flashback to the days in London where the husband gets drunk and everyone is unsure of herself and seeks solace in his affirmation of her necessity, and even worse as the song ends with these lines: "You're so ahead of yourself/ That you forget what you're doing--" "You're so ahead of yourself/ That you forget what you're doing--" "You're so ahead of yourself/ That you forget what you're doing--"

It is with this in mind that we have chosen to illustrate the importance of the song provided by Dominic Cortese. Viennais is that place where the restless can find peace and because the song's tempo, we are in a flashback to the days in London where the husband gets drunk and everyone is unsure of herself and seeks solace in his affirmation of her necessity, and even worse as the song ends with these lines: "You're so ahead of yourself/ That you forget what you're doing--" "You're so ahead of yourself/ That you forget what you're doing--" "You're so ahead of yourself/ That you forget what you're doing--"
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Biology comprehensives begin the second semester of junior year and end with a written lab report due the second semester of senior year. Juniors who are in the Med Tech program spend their senior year working in a hospital. It's up to the Prior which one the student wants to organize her work. We don't expect the Prior woefully, but the work must be well done," stated Ann Susalla, chairman of the biology department.

The student chooses an area she would like to work in, and then chooses a faculty advisor who is working in that area to instruct her.

According to Susalla, the student plans a proposal, does library work, and then the topic "has to be tested, and not just a paper." Some students do the research at home in the summer before their senior year. They can start in the fall, but a well planned experiment is due by the 20th of November, and the first draft of the paper is due in the first week of December.

In the four years that Susalla has been at SMC, no one has failed the biology comprehensives.

"There is no way to fail the comps," Susalla said.

**DOONESBURY**

**MR. DAVIS, I THINK YOU'RE QUITE MISLEADING ABOUT THE SALES OF THE NEW PAPER IN THE RANKING OFFICE.**

**YES, AND YOURS QUITE ANYTHING ABOUT THE OBJECTION OF THE PAPER TO SELLING THE NEW SPICE ON THE WEEKDAY.**

**MR. WILLIAMS, YOUR PUBLICATIONS AREN'T JUST BECAUSE THEY WANT TO. THEY WILL ONLY TAKE PUBLICATIONS THAT YOU DON'T WANT TO BE PUBLISHED.**

**OH, I HAVE NO PROBLEM WITH YOUR COMPOSITION. I JUST THINK THE NEW SPICE IS COLLECTIBLE.**

**BUT YOU SAID YOU'D HAVE A PROBLEM WITH THIS NEW SPICE.**

**I'VE BEEN THINKING ABOUT THIS NEW SPICE. I THINK IT'S A GREAT IDEA.**

According to Regional Bain, chairman of the BN/SMC Speech and Drama Department, ND Speech and Drama majors are required to take comps even if they do not give senior comprehensives.

There are five major comprehensives with the department: General Speech and Drama, Communications, Play/Productions, Theatre, and Education. Majors in each of these concentrations must take an oral exam, but the Theatre majors must also take the Undergraduate Record Exam in Drama and Theatre.

In the oral exam students select a topic that is related to their area of concentration. They then prepare a ten to 15 minute presentation to be given in front of the department chairman and three faculty members of the department who the students themselves help to select.

This year there are 42 Senior Speech and Drama majors, 12 of whom are Theatre majors. Because there are only seven faculty members and scheduling the oral exams are time consuming, Bain said Theatre majors have been waived from taking the oral exam.

**No strong feelings**

"We don't have a strong feeling for the comprehensives; basically we give it because St. Mary's requires it," Bain said. "Our feeling is that it should not be a kind of make it or break it situation. We do see a value in the comprehensives, but if we had a choice we'd probably get rid of them."

The English comprehensive consists of four parts: a genre question, a theme question, a novel question, and a set of identifications. English Writing majors do not take the identification part, but they do have to do a writing project.

According to St. Eva Hooker, acting chairman of the English Department, one way of preparing for the exam is a six week comprehensive review session that meets one night a week for two hours.

**Mixed reactions**

"I hope the students benefit. We took a survey and the reactions were mixed. Some of the brighter students have found them fun and are more intrigued," Hooker said. "It's up to the students as to whether Humanistic Studies majors had as a comprehensive a take home test that they were given three to four weeks to work on. Bruno Schlesinger, chairman of the department, said he will have to speak with students to determine what this year's exam will be like. Schlesinger said that he is "in favor of comps, they give the student a chance to go over material. They're better than a final," Hooker continued.

Senior Math majors take a year-long seminar class which they receive credit for. The students are expected to orally present a paper on a topic not covered in the class. The presentation is given before a committee of the student's advisor, two other faculty members, and the other students in the class.

**[continued on page 7]**
Sharsany speaks on dissidents

[continued from page 3]

Glossing letter-writing campaigns to Soviet officials, Mr. George Sharsany disclosed on Monday that his brother-in-law, Mr. Hugger Strike on March 15, 1978, to commemorate his brother-in-law's arrest and to protest his imprisonment. Sharsany, who is Associated Press correspondent in Moscow, said that his brother-in-law had been arrested on March 15, 1978, and was subsequently released. Sharsany said that his brother-in-law had been imprisoned for his dissident activities.

SMC continues camps requirement

[continued from page 6]

The Government and Philosophy Department and the Office of Student Affairs have announced a plan of approximately 50 pages containing original research, or administration information. Enrollment in the course of the same time on the average.

TWO TICKETS FOR MARQUETTE

colleague against the Jewish minority in the USSR.

Mac Donnel Blantz appointed to committee

Fr. Thomas E. Blantz, C.S.C., associate professor of history and University of Notre Dame alumnus has been appointed to University President Fr. Theodore M. Hes- brough's film series committee. Father Blantz replaces Rev. David B. Burrell, C.S.C., chairman of the department of Slavic Studies, who has resigned from the committee. Other members of the committee are the Rev. Richard O'Meara, Kenna professor of religious studies; Fr. Dennis J. Cranston, O'Hara professor of philosophy; Vincent A. Deshler, professor of law; Dr. J. Philip Gianou, professor of history; and Bishop John G. Missig, a senior in the College of Business Administra-

tion.

Faster's Mass

Fr. Charles Sheedy, C.S.C., will celebrate today's Faster's Mass at 5:15 p.m. in Walsh hall chapel. Sheedy is a member of Notre Dame's theology department.

Dave Mason ticket to go on sale

Tickets for the March 15 Dave Mason concert will go on sale tomorrow at 9 a.m. at the ACC and Student Union Ticket Office. The SU Ticket Office will hold a seating preference lottery beginning tomorrow at 9 a.m. in LaFortune Student Center. Prices are $7.00 for first and seated seats and $6.00 for bleacher seats. There will be a limit of ten tickets per person.

classified ads

If you want to sell an appliance, a car, or anything else you have for sale, you can place your ad in the classified section of the newspaper. Ads are typically placed by individuals who want to sell something or by businesses that want to promote their services. The classified section is a valuable resource for finding deals or a place to sell unwanted items.
The Fighting Irish relied on their defense and shooting to put away North Carolina State to stay alive for the NCAA Tournament. "We have a must-win" situation last night at the ACC.

Several people expected to see a one-man Wolfpack offensive attack led by star point guard Darryl Dawkins. Instead, ex-Adanley teammate Ed "The Glide" Jones led the Wolfpack.

After Whitney drew a foul on shooting well from the outside in the third quarter of a key game? As a result of the horrendous officiating, day night.

The major college basketball tournament is just another version of the kind of scenic, weather, press, offices and press offices at the top of the heap, one of the dirty things was solid defense. It was only a few weeks later in a white coat while we kept the huge dollars, like our punter actually try and punt the ball in the situation that confronted first-place votes in the nationwide Fiftteen years later, the NFL seems to be in the same boat. Their coaches and star-and-ex Adrian Dantley team-devoted Big Ten champion Michigan State ahead for the last time they held consistently for the first 15-7,59.

The Irish boasted four players in double figures with Batton's 22 points, 12 rebounds regaining supreme. Dick Williams and Rich Fredenburgh both had 18 points but connected on only seven of 20 from the floor. Jackson finished 11 for 15 with 27 points and 13 rebounds.
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